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Abstract
The paper presents an attempt to extend a general-purpose adaptive hypermedia (AH) architecture AHA! with flexible and rich interface by re-using some ideas explored in a more specific AH system InterBook. The most popular application (course) created with the old version of AHA! (the hypermedia course 2L670, later called 2L690, at the TU/e) used a single-window/single-frame concept representation which had advantages of its simplicity and clarity for the user. In this course concepts are always represented in a single frameless window. This mechanism is not sophisticated enough to serve as a general-purpose mechanism for concept representation. InterBook on the other hand has a much richer user interface characterized by the use of multiple windows and frames. This approach has more possibilities for representing the course domain, but has a problem of its rigid presentation structure. The author has no possibilities of adapting the user interface to the specific course which means that every course served by Interbook has the same look independent of the course characteristics. To address the lack of user interface possibilities in AHA! we developed the Layout model that employs the strong points of Interbook user interface. The dynamic structures of the Layout model are easily extendible and give author the power to adapt the user interface to the nature of the course.

1. Introduction
Numerous Web-based adaptive hypermedia systems have been developed within the last 10 years [8, 9, 10, 11]. These systems all have different “look and feel” and offer different ways of adaptation. Yet, behind this diversity an expert can find a reasonably limited set of methods and techniques [1, 2]. A major motivation behind AHA! project [4, 6] was developing a flexible adaptive hypermedia architecture that can be used for implementing a variety of adaptation methods. AHA! was created as an “assembly language” of adaptive hypermedia in the sense that any higher-level adaptation paradigm can be expressed in terms of AHA! and simulated by the AHA! engine. The most recent AHA! version [4] has shown to be very powerful in this respect. As was recently demonstrated, a reasonably advanced adaptation paradigm implemented in InterBook system [3] can be almost completely simulated by AHA! [4, 12]. Yet, with all this power, AHA! is not completely ready to serve as a universal simulator for an arbitrary AH system.

The problem here is that each AH system is characterized not only its unique model of adaptation, but also by its unique interface. While the current version of AHA! is quite ready to simulate the adaptation behavior of any AH system, simulating their interface is a lot more difficult. The AHA! engine operates in a single-window mode - in a good tradition of classic hypertext systems. In contrast, most of modern adaptive Web-based hypermedia systems use
rich multi-frame and multi-window interfaces. InterBook is a good example here. It uses several multi-frame windows (textbook, glossary, and table of contents). An example of InterBook's Textbook and Glossary windows is provided on Figure 1. Other advanced AH systems also use complex multi-frame windows. Creating such multi-frame and/or multi-window interfaces in AHA! requires that the author define the frame structure and use Javascript code to synchronize the presentation in all the frames.

The goal of the project introduced in this paper was to resolve the problem by developing a flexible interface model of AHA! engine. Following the idea of AHA! that can be used to describe a variety adaptation functionalities, we wanted to develop an interface model that is used to describe a variety of Web adaptive hypermedia interfaces. The primary goal of our project was reasonably modest: we wanted to extend the AHA! engine to the extent where it can simulate the InterBook adaptation mechanism and its multi-frame interface. In doing so, we wanted to avoid narrow-minded solutions and hacks (like the Javascript hack previously used with AHA!) developing a reasonably universal approach that can be used to implement the InterBook interface along with many other interfaces. This paper presents the first results of our work. To introduce the background for our work, we start with a brief introduction of the InterBook and AHA! interfaces. After that, we present our Layout Model that extends AHA! and demonstrate how it can be used to simulate the InterBook interface in AHA!.

2. The InterBook Interface Paradigm

InterBook has two main kinds of windows - a Textbook window (left on Figure 1) and a Glossary Window (right on Figure 1). These windows correspond to two major kinds of information items supported by InterBook - a book page and a domain knowledge concept. Each window in InterBook can include multiple links to concepts and pages. A click on any page link causes the linked page to be loaded in the Textbook window. A click on any concept link causes the information about the linked concept to be loaded in the glossary Window.

Despite of its complicated interface, InterBook attempted to support a simple metaphor - one window shows one and only one information item - i.e., a textbook window shows exactly one page of a textbook at a time. While each of these two windows includes several frames, there are considered not as independent windows, but as multiple views on the same concept or page. For example: the text frame (bottom left) presents the text of the page; the navigation bar (top) presents the location of the current page among its ancestors and siblings, and the concept bar (bottom right) presents prerequisite and outcome concepts for the current page. All four frames of the textbook window are updated at the same time. Technically, a link to a textbook page is calling a whole page frameset to be loaded into the textbook window. This frameset, in turn, pulls several frames associated with the requested page. The frameset approach is simple to understand and also works well with most browsers’ standard way of navigation using back and forward buttons and history.
3. The AHA! Interface Paradigm

AHA! was initially created to add adaptation to the course on hypermedia at the Eindhoven University of Technology (http://www.is.win.tue.nl/2L690/). This course predates the general availability of frames in browsers. The course was therefore written using a single frame layout. The browser showed one course page at a time, with adapted links and conditionally included fragments. AHA! also added an optional header (with a progress report) and footer (with copyright statement). Header and footer were created by the author as html fragments. In Figure 3 a page with header can be seen (albeit embedded in the new Interbook-like multi-frame environment). Multi-frame applications are possible in AHA!. Figure 2 shows part of the multi-frame interface paradigm used in a course on graphical user interfaces.

In order to make this interface work in AHA!, every page must include the following piece of Javascript code:

```javascript
<script language="JavaScript">
  parent.frames[0].location="content.xml"
</script>
```

The result is that when a link to a page is followed the leftmost frame is reloaded. It contains the “content.xml” file, which is a navigation menu in which submenus are conditionally shown, based on which page is displayed in the rightmost frame. The access to a page and the subsequent access to the menu are treated separately by AHA!. Whereas in Interbook following a link requests a complete frameset from the server in AHA! following a link requests a page, to be shown in a complete browser window or inside a frame. The AHA! engine does not “know” about a possible use of frames.
4. The View-Based Layout Model

The View-Based Layout Model is the new way in AHA! to present concepts (pages) to the user that was developed to address the lack of user interface possibilities in the earlier versions of the architecture. The Layout model combines the strong points of InterBook’s rich user interface with the flexibility and customization style that are typical for the AHA!-architecture. This model allows every AH system developer to adapt the user interface to the course nature (without the need for the above mentioned Javascript hack).

To provide a high level of flexibility, the Layout Model was designed as a three-level interface model that is based on the concepts views, viewgroups and layouts. In brief, views are considered as atomic interface elements. Views can be grouped in viewgroups. One or more viewgroups form a layout. These concepts are presented in more detail below.

4.1 Views

Views are pieces of information about the course domain. They usually represent some relevant information about the active concept (the concept the user is viewing at the moment). A view can also represent some static information about the course domain. Views are used as pre-fabricated building blocks to construct the user interface for some specific course. Internally views are simply Java classes that generate HTML pages using underlying AHA! data structures. To present a concept to the user the system uses a set of predefined views. These predefined views can be further customized by the author of the course to develop an interface that meets the needs of the course. The author defines and customizes a view using an XML-based description language like the following:
At the moment we have already implemented a number of relatively simple basic views. The configuration of these views consists of setting the background picture, the title or changing the page margin to make the view more readable. It is possible however to implement much more complex views that will offer much more tuning possibilities to the author. We are considering parameters that will influence the content of the view page and not only the shape of it.

A view usually displays some information about the active concept including links to other relevant concepts. However a view can also contain links to other views which will offer more information to the user about the active concept. Following one of these links will result in displaying a new set of views. Views that are used directly to represent different aspects of a concept are called primary views. Views that present some supplementary information are called secondary views. These views are not visible until they are triggered by a link in one of the primary views. The author of the course will usually choose the most important views as primary views and less important views as secondary views. The connection between primary and secondary views can be specified by the author of the course in the XML view structures presented above. In the presented example ToolboxView can trigger two secondary viewgroups: Table of Content and Glossary.

4.2 Viewgroups and Layouts

As already said views are the building blocks for constructing concept representation. Views can be grouped in viewgroups. In HTML terms a viewgroup corresponds to an independent window and a view corresponds to a page that can be shown in a separate window or in a window frame. A set of viewgroups forms a concept layout, which is used to present a concept. Practically, it means that different aspects of a concept can be presented in several synchronized windows.

We assume that the system may have more than one type of concepts (pages). For example, InterBook has a textbook page and a glossary concept that are both concepts in terms of the AHA! architecture. We also assume that an author of an adaptive course may want different types of concepts to be presented differently (this is what happens in InterBook). To support this possibility, our Layout model allows an author to define several layouts. Each concept type has to be associated with one of the layouts. Presenting concepts of the same type always in the same way (using the same layout) contributes to the user confidence in the system and avoids confusion. Links to the concepts of the same type are also annotated in the same way for obvious reasons.
The following XML structure is an example of a layout definition for two layouts that we use to simulate an InterBook style user interface:

```xml
<layoutlist>
  <layout name="page_c_layout" trigger="MAIN">
    <viewgroup name="MAIN" wndOpt="width=800,height=600">
      <compound framestruct="rows=20%,*" border="0">
        <compound framestruct="cols=*,130" border="0">
          <viewref name="v1" />
          <viewref name="v5" />
        </compound>
        <compound framestruct="cols=*,130">
          <viewref name="v3" />
          <viewref name="v2" />
        </compound>
      </compound>
    </viewgroup>
    <viewgroup name="TOC" wndOpt="resizable=1,toolbar=1,width=300,height=400">
      <viewref name="v1" />
    </viewgroup>
    <viewgroup name="Glossary" secondary="true" wndOpt="width=600,height=500">
      <viewref name="v4" />
    </viewgroup>
  </layout>
  <layout name="abst_c_layout" trigger="Glossary">
    <viewgroup name="Glossary" wndOpt="toolbar=1,width=600,height=500">
      <viewref name="v4" />
    </viewgroup>
  </layout>
</layoutlist>

We have defined two layouts each associated with one of the two concept types that we use in AHA! at the moment: page concepts and abstract concepts. As can be seen in the example above each layout consists of a set of viewgroups which contain pointers to predefined views. Viewgroups use compound elements to define the place of each of the views within the window. For each viewgroup the author of the course can also define window options for the window in which the viewgroup is placed. The layout structure of layout 'page_c_layout' above corresponds to the screen presented in Figure 3.

This layout consists of four primary views grouped into one viewgroup, which is shown in the figure, and two secondary views (Glossary and Table of Content) which can be triggered by the buttons in the ToolboxView (upper right corner).

Changing the XML configuration structures will change the layout associated with a certain concept type. The following example of an XML configuration structure uses the same views for the same concept type but grouped in a different way:
Anchoring in the Dexter model

The Dexter model provides a unique identifier (UID) for each component. But in order to implement links from/to parts of a component, it must be possible to also identify substructures within components. In order to preserve the boundary between the hypertext network per se and the content structure within the components, this mechanism cannot depend in any way on knowledge about the internal structure of (atomic) components. In the Dexter model, this is accomplished by an indirect addressing entity, called the anchor. An anchor has two parts, an anchor id and an anchor value. The anchor value is an arbitrary value that specifies some location, region, item, or substructure within a component. This anchor value can only be interpreted by the applications responsible for handling the content structure of the component. It is primitive and unrestricted from the viewpoint of the storage layer. The anchor id is an identifier which uniquely identifies the anchor within the scope of its component. Anchors can therefore be uniquely identified across the whole universe by a component UID and an anchor id.

The two part composition of an anchor is designed to provide a fixed point of reference for use...

Fig. 3: InterBook style concept layout for ‘page’ concepts

```xml
<layout name="page_c_layout" trigger="MAIN">
  <viewgroup name="MAIN" wndOpt="status=1,menubar=1,resizable=1,toolbar=1,width=800,height=600">
    <compound framestruct="cols=200,*">
      <compound framestruct="rows=*,85">
        <viewref name="v1" />
        <viewref name="v5" />
      </compound>
    </compound>
    <viewref name="v3" />
  </viewgroup>
  <viewgroup name="Conceptbar" wndOpt="status=1,menubar=1,resizable=1,toolbar=1,width=300,height=400">
    <viewref name="v2" />
  </viewgroup>
  <viewgroup name="Glossary" secondary="true" wndOpt="status=1,menubar=1,resizable=1,toolbar=1,width=600,height=500">
    <viewref name="v4" />
  </viewgroup>
</layout>
```
The corresponding screen layout for the XML configuration structure above is shown in figure 4.

In this version of the layout associated with page concepts there are two primary viewgroups (MAIN and Conceptbar) and one secondary viewgroup (Glossary). Viewgroup MAIN consists of three views (MainView, Table of Content and Toolbox) and the Conceptbar viewgroup contains one view (ConceptbarView). Button ‘Glossary’ in the Toolbox view triggers the display of the secondary viewgroup Glossary.

5. Conclusions and Future work

The new AHA! layout model offers versatile user interface possibilities and brings AHA! one step closer to its main goal of being a generic Adaptive Hypermedia environment for all kinds of Adaptive Hypermedia applications. View based concept presentation is extremely flexible and gives a course author the power to adapt the user interface to the needs of the course. Internally views are Java objects with one task: extracting data from AHA! data structures and generating HTML pages from these data. In the future we are planning to extend the user interface adaptation possibilities by introducing the total data-presentation separation. We are thinking of giving the author the opportunity of implementing his/her own views, in addition of using a set of predefined views. If the internal static AHA! data structures would be saved as XML files the author could use any standard XSLT editor to implement views as XSLT files which could extract data from XML formatted data structures. This model would give the author the possibility to represent the data in any desirable way without being dependent on already implemented views.
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